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Abstract
This paper describes a combined field, laboratory, and numerical study of electromagnetic borehole flowmeter measurements acquired without the use of a packer or skirt to block bypass flow around the flowmeter. The
most significant finding is that inflow through the wellbore screen changes the ratio of flow through the flowmeter
to wellbore flow. Experiments reveal up to a factor of two differences in this ratio for conditions with and without
inflow through the wellbore screen. Standard practice is to assume the ratio is constant. A numerical model has
been developed to simulate the effect of inflow on the flowmeter. The model is formulated using momentum conservation within the borehole and around the flowmeter. The model is embedded in the MODFLOW-2000 ground
water flow code.

Introduction
The use of an electromagnetic borehole flowmeter
(EBF) without use of a packer (inflatable annular balloon)
or skirt (stiff rubber flange) to force all the flow in a borehole through the flowmeter is recommended to overcome
problems with significant and/or changing head loss across
a flowmeter with packer or skirt (e.g., Ruud et al. 1999;
Arnold and Molz 2000). Packers and especially skirts can
have problems properly seating, which can allow significant amounts of bypass flow within the borehole; blockage
of flow up the wellbore is significant—potentially making
bypass flow around a borehole screen significant
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(Dinwiddie et al. 1999); and packer inflation/deflation and
skirt positioning are more time consuming than operating
a flowmeter with only a centralizer. In our study of the
Boise Hydrogeophysical Research Site (BHRS) (Barrash
and Knoll 1998), we want to provide a detailed characterization of the inflow to many boreholes at a fine vertical
scale to estimate the vertical distribution of hydraulic conductivity in the aquifer.
We experimented with three configurations of the
flowmeter for the borehole measurements. Initially, we
used the flowmeter with a skirt of overlapping flaps to
divert all flow through the flowmeter, but measurements
were noisy and not very repeatable at pumping rates
appropriate for avoiding bypass flow (Dinwiddie et al.
1999) because the skirt did not form a complete seal and
the flowmeter was not always vertically oriented. We also
tried using the flowmeter with an inflatable packer to
divert all the flow through the flowmeter, but also with
this configuration the measurements were noisy compared with the incremental flow rate differences occurring
at overall pumping rates appropriate for avoiding significant bypass flow. To get repeatable and generally monotonically increasing (i.e., not noisy) incremental flow rate
measurements with successive upward measurement positions (while avoiding bypass flow outside the well), we
used the flowmeter with a centralizer instead of a skirt or
packer (Ruud et al. 1999; Arnold and Molz 2000).
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For this configuration, we used a relatively high
pumping rate (1.6 3 103 to 1.9 3 103 m3/s) to provide
incremental flow rate increases, which, though small
(because much of the flow bypassed the flowmeter in the
annular space outside the flowmeter and inside the well),
were greater than the noise. Discussions with other flowmeter users over the years indicated that this operational
configuration has been adopted by some for similar reasons, and this configuration is one of the recommended
configurations by the manufacturer (Century Geophysical
Corp. 2002). Data acquired using a packer and acquired
in the absence of a packer are compared in Figure 1. The
data from a centralized EBF indicate a mostly monotonic
increase in flow, as would be expected from continual
inflow to the well. The data from a packed-off EBF indicate a large noise level that causes the data to be
nonmonotonic.
The measurements without a skirt, however, showed
an increase in measured flow within blank casing at joints
between screen sections in the wells at the BHRS, where
inflow cannot occur, and an apparent decrease in inflow to
the well just below the casing breaks. The primary goal of
the work described in this paper was to determine why.
We have found that the calibration of a flowmeter used
without a skirt or packer is sensitive to flow entering the
borehole above the entrance of the flowmeter. A secondary
goal of the work was the development of a numerical
model that could be used to simulate the flowmeter behavior. This model provides a basis for inferring aquifer
hydraulic conductivity from the flowmeter measurements.
In presenting our findings at conferences, we have
found that use of the flowmeter with a centralizer only,
rather than with a packer or skirt, is common, and the
anomalous behavior (see Figure 2) is recognized by others. In this paper, we present both laboratory and modeling investigations of the use of a flowmeter without
a skirt or packer. Throughout the rest of this paper when
we refer to the flowmeter, it is used to connote an EBF
with a centralizer instead of a packer or skirt.
The field evidence prompting this study comes from
EBF measurements in wells at the BHRS. The BHRS is

Depth BMP (m)

Figure 1. Comparison of EBF measurements for the same
well using a packer (lower data set; left axis) and with a centralizer (upper data set; right axis). The measurements with
a packer are more noisy, probably due to much smaller flow
rates. Note that the pumping rate was over an order of magnitude larger when the centralizer data were acquired (right
axis). Data shown here are full-recorded flow rates, not net
flowrates following removal of ambient flow.
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Figure 2. Example of anomalous flowmeter measurements.

located in a gravel bar alongside the Boise River approximately 15 km east of downtown Boise, Idaho. The shallow
unconfined aquifer there consists of coarse-grained fluvial
deposits underlain by clay (Barrash and Reboulet 2004).
The site was established to aid development of geophysical techniques for characterizing subsurface properties (Barrash et al. 1999; Clement et al. 1998). A core,
drive, and drill technique was used to construct the wells at
the BHRS with minimal disturbance of the formation
including natural collapse of the formation against the well
screen after removal of the drive casing (e.g., Morin et al.
1988). Collapse of the formation against the polyvinyl
chloride (PVC) screen was anticipated, then confirmed
with vertical seismic profiling (Michaels 1998, 2001). The
potential for small regions of incomplete collapse makes
bypass flow around blockage of the borehole by a packer
or skirt an issue. The aquifer is screened throughout its 15
to 17 m thickness. Additional details of well construction
and cleaning are given in Barrash et al. (2006).
Figure 2 presents flowmeter measurements from 1 of
the 13 wells of the central well field at the site. The figure
plots measured flow vs. depth. Depth is measured from
a marker at the top of the casing. To the left of the plot is
a schematic diagram of the screen for this well. Casing
joints where two sections of screen are connected are depicted by solid bands. At the bottom of the diagram, the
clay layer is also depicted as a solid section of the screen.
These are regions where there is no inflow. The plot is
annotated to point out two aspects of anomalous behavior:
(1) measured flow increases occur in the casing joints and
(2) markedly reduced flow increases occur just below the
joints. In a few instances, a decrease in measured flow occurs below the joints. These are not shown in the figure.
To develop an understanding of the influence of casing joints on the flowmeter measurements, we first created
a physical simulator of a BHRS-like well in the laboratory.
Having recreated flowmeter behavior similar to the field
response to casing joints, we then proceeded to develop
a numerical model of fluid flow through and around a flowmeter in a well and coupled this to an aquifer flow model.
In the following sections, we describe the laboratory calibration of the flowmeter, first in a solid wall pipe and then
in the well screen of the aquifer simulator. Next, we provide a brief background on simulating vertical fluid flow
NGWA.org

in an open borehole and special aspects of simulating flow
in and around the flowmeter. A description of the coupled
flowmeter-aquifer model of the laboratory simulator is
then presented followed by the results of simulating one
laboratory experiment. With flow theory and modeling results established, we describe the physical phenomena that
are causing the behavior we see in the field.

Calibration Experiments
Solid Pipe Model Calibration
Initial calibration check of the EBF tool was run in
a solid wall 10 cm inner diameter (ID) PVC pipe. Our calibration setup and measurement procedures were similar to
those of the manufacturer (Century Geophysical Corp.,
Tulsa, Oklahoma, http://www.century-geo.com). The calibration was conducted over 2 orders of magnitude in flow
rate. Figure 3 presents the ratio of measured flow in the
flowmeter to total flow in the pipe plotted as a function of
pipe flow rate on a log scale. Data from the flowmeter are
plotted using symbols. The calibrated model that we present later is drawn with a solid line. There are two distinct
regions in this plot, which characterize the response of the
flowmeter: (1) when the flow is laminar at low flows and
(2) when the flow is turbulent at higher flows. The range of
pipe flows between 2.3 3 104 and 2.7 3 104 m3/s is
a transition region where flow may oscillate between laminar and turbulent conditions (Siwoń 1987; Eckhardt et al.
2007; Rouse 1961). The fact that the ratio is nearly constant more than 90% of the flow range is masked by the
logarithmic ordinate; instead, the figure accentuates
changes from a constant ratio of measured flow through
the flowmeter to total flow in the pipe.
At zero flow in the pipe, the flowmeter produces
a signal that indicates a negative flow rate. At small flow

rates, if this negative flow at zero is subtracted from the
reported flow, as the manufacturer recommends, it very
effectively linearizes the response in the low flow region.
That is not our purpose. We have added a 1.6 3 106 m3/s
offset to the data, which is less than the average zero flow
signal, but makes the readings near 1.0 3 105 m3/s
positive. Selecting and including this offset were part of
the model calibration.
Screened Pipe Model Calibration
We constructed a borehole-aquifer simulator in a laboratory building. The simulator consists of three concentric PVC pipes (Figure 4a). The inner pipe is composed
of two 3.05-m sections of 10 cm ID, 11.43 cm outer

Solid Pipe Calibration
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Figure 3. Flowmeter measurements from solid pipe calibration (symbols) and calculated flowmeter response (line).
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Figure 4. (a) Borehole-aquifer simulator and (b) simulator
configuration during experiments.
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Flow Theory
In this section, we present the theoretical basis for
numerically modeling flow in and around the flowmeter.
Figure 6 shows some of the different flow conditions
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diameter (OD) Schedule 40 PVC screen. A solid casing
joint (~0.3 m long) occurs where the two sections are connected. The central pipe is a 25.4 cm ID, 26.8 cm ODm
solid PVC pipe that was perforated with horizontal sawn
slots. The annular space between the screen and the central
pipe was filled with pea gravel (~4 mm diameter). The outer
pipe is a 30.5 cm ID solid PVC pipe that serves as a reservoir supplying fluid to the central region at relatively uniform head. Each pipe was sealed at the bottom. The three
pipes were then placed vertically in a high-bay building
(Figure 4b). The casing joint between the inner pipe screen
sections occurs over the elevation interval from approximately 2.9 to 3.2 m from the bottom of the simulator.
Water was pumped at a nominally constant rate from
the upper portion of the screen and supplied to the reservoir at a rate that maintained a slight overflow at the top
on the simulator. Flowmeter measurements were taken at
either 0.15- or 0.31-m intervals depending on experiment
and in some cases, at the top and bottom of the casing joint
also. The pumping rate was monitored by volumetric
methods, that is, measuring the time to fill a calibrated cylinder (lower flow rates) or a bucket (higher flow rates).
Fifteen experiments were performed over a range of
pumping rates from 5.3 3 104 to 8.7 3 104 m3/s.
When increased proportionally to account for the aquifer
thickness and longer screened interval, the range of flow
rates spans those used at the BHRS. The results of these
experiments are not fully consistent in that some runs
have different flowmeter measurements at nearly identical flow rates. We are convinced that the inconsistencies
are not due to large errors in measurement (because flow
rate measurements were repeated at each elevation per
run) or in data processing (because data management and
treatment have been checked). Future efforts will consider ways to improve the essentially reconnaissance
experimental design used here; several suggestions are
included in the Discussion section.
Figure 5a depicts a representative sample of the
experimental data. This sample does not show the most
consistent results nor the most extreme cases of inconstancy. Our point in presenting these data is to demonstrate the very close fit obtained by the numerical model
shown in Figure 5b is better than the reliability of the
data themselves. The figure presents flow rate measured
by the flowmeter for different elevations of the entrance
of the flowmeter. A vertical shaded region is drawn where
the casing joint occurs. Despite the inconsistencies, all the
experiments show the anomalous behavior similar to what
is seen in the field data. In these experiments, the measured flow increases across the casing joints and the measured flow decreases below the casing joint. The decrease
in measured flow occurs when the top of the flowmeter
barrel enters the casing joint.
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Figure 5. (a) Selected experimental data sets. The shaded
vertical line indicates the position of the casing joint and (b)
data (symbols) and calculated flowmeter response (line).

simulated. Location A in the figure has flow in an open
borehole. At location B, flow is within the screened wellbore and around the flowmeter barrel. Location C has
flow inside the flowmeter barrel and is simulated using
traditional pipe flow equations. At location D, flow exits
the flowmeter barrel past bars joining a connecting rod to
the flowmeter barrel and flow here rejoins the flow
around the outside of the barrel. Above this is annular
flow around the connecting rod.
The development of in-well flow hydraulics is based
on momentum conservation. Momentum conservation is
a restatement of the relation F ¼ ma. The change in
momentum across a borehole section is depicted in
Figure 7. In Figure 7, z1 and z2 are elevations and P1 and
P2 represent the fluid pressure at the bottom and top of
the control volume, respectively; rw is the radius of the
wellbore; P(z) is the vertical pressure distribution; vz represents a radially dependent vertical velocity distribution
within the borehole; vb is the bulk velocity of the flow in
NGWA.org
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Figure 6. Regions of different flow conditions: location A,
flow in an open borehole; location B, flow around the flowmeter barrel; location C, flow inside the flowmeter barrel;
location D, flow exiting the flowmeter barrel.

the wellbore, which is defined as the average over the
cross-sectional area of the borehole; and vr is the radial
velocity just inside the screen. While written with a radial
direction subscript, the radial velocity may vary from horizontal by an angle c. sw represents shear forces operating
on the fluid at the wall of the screen. The average or bulk
velocity is defined as:
Z rw
1
vb ¼ 2 2p
vz r dr
ð1Þ
prw
o
The momentum equation for a volume of fluid is
(Parker et al. 1969):
Z
X
D
qv dðVolÞ ¼
Fi
ð2Þ
Dt Vol
where q is the density of fluid, v is the velocity, Fi are
external forces, and D/Dt is the substantial derivative. The
substantial derivative is the total derivative with respect to
a moving body of fluid, for example, in the Lagrange ref@p
@p
@p
erence frame, and is defined by Dp
Dt ¼ @t 1 vr @r 1 vz @z .
Equation 3 separates the substantial derivative into two
components: the change in internal momentum within the
volume and the flux of momentum across the boundaries
of the volume.
NGWA.org

Figure 7. Momentum balance control volume for a wellbore.

D
Dt

Z

Z
@
qv dðVolÞ¼
qv dðVolÞ
@t Vol
Vol
Z
qvðv  nÞdV
1

ð3Þ

V

The conservation of momentum is a vector equation,
which must be satisfied in each direction. Axial symmetry assures agreement in the radial direction. With the
assumption of steady incompressible flow, the first term
on the right-hand side of Equation 3 is zero and the derivative can be rewritten for the axial direction as follows:


Z
Z rw
Z rw


D


2
2
qv dðVolÞ ¼ q2p
vz r dr   q2p
vz r dr


Dt Vol
o
o
z2
z1
Z z2
1 q2prw
vz  vr dz
z1

ð4Þ
The first two terms on the right-hand side of this
equation are momentum flux across the top and bottom
boundaries, respectively. The last term accounts for
momentum flux in the axial direction from flow entering
the borehole along the sides.
T. Clemo et al. GROUND WATER 47, no. 4: 515–525
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The forces acting on the fluid in Equation 2 are gravity, pressure around the boundaries, and shear along the
sides.
Z z2
X
sw dz
F ¼ qgprw2 z 1 prw2 ðP1  P2 Þ  p2rw

Connecting Cable

Connecting Rod

0.352 m Length
0.041 m Diameter

ð5Þ

ð6Þ
where f is the friction factor and b relates momentum flux
to the average fluid velocity, vb. From the investigation of
Siwoń (1987) of the influence of inflow on head drop,
Equation 6 can be written as:
h ¼ fs

v2b
v2
v2
ðg  1Þ 2
z 1 b2 2b  b1 1b 1
ðvb2  v2b1 Þ
4rw g
g
g
g
ð7Þ

where fs includes the influence of screen slots on fluid
shear along the sides and g, which is a function of inflow
rate at low inflow, encapsulates the influence of inflow on
both the wall shear and the axial momentum flux of radial
flow (Clemo 2006). The specific influence of inflow on
shear or inflow momentum flux could not be separated in
Siwoń’s experiments.
Flowmeter Modeling
Placement of the flowmeter in a well creates vertical
annular flow around the flowmeter in addition to pipe
flow in the well and through the flowmeter barrel. The
variation in geometry of the flowmeter also causes abrupt
changes in the cross-sectional area of the borehole that is
open to flow. The flowmeter we have been using was
manufactured by Century Geophysical Corp. Figure 8 is
a schematic diagram of the flowmeter. It is 1.5 m long
with a measurement barrel that is 0.42 m long. The lower
section of the barrel is 2.54 cm ID and 5.1 cm OD with
a rounded entryway. The barrel ID expands to 4.32 cm
with a 1.54 cm diameter post protruding into it from the
connecting rod. The connecting rod is attached to the barrel by three welded struts.
Modifications to the open borehole conceptual and
numerical models include annular flow past the outside
of the flowmeter barrel and connecting rod, the effects of
diameter changes of the connecting rod, separation of
flow into and around the barrel, momentum losses associated with flow out of the barrel and merging of this flow
with the bypass flow around the flowmeter, and flow
within the barrel including the effect of the barrel expansion and protruding rod (Figure 8). We do not have
a complete theoretical description of the influences of
all these factors. Subsequently, we describe our
520
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As developed in the Appendix and in much greater
detail in Clemo (2009), the head drop across a section
with inflow through the sides can be written as:
Z z2
Z z2
v2
v2
v2
2
f b dz 1 b2 2b  b1 1b 1
vz  vr dz
h ¼
g
g
rw g z 1
z1 4rw g

0.060 m Length
0.054 m Diameter

1.51 m Total Length

z1

Expansion
0.418 m Length to Exit
0.051m Diameter
Entrance
0.0254 m
Not to Scale

Figure 8. Schematic diagram of EBF.

understanding of the head drops associated with these
features. The model is constrained by this understanding,
but the final model is empirically based on fitting of the
model predictions to our experimental data. A comparison of the fitted model to the experimental data is shown
in Figure 5b.
Minor Losses from Expansion and Contraction
The fluid velocity must either accelerate for contractions or decelerate for enlargements when the crosssectional area of the open part of the borehole changes
due to changes in flowmeter geometry (Figure 8). These
processes result in additional losses that are well established in the fluid mechanics literature for simple geometries. These losses can typically be represented as:
h ¼ C

v2b
2g

ð8Þ

where velocity is determined for the smaller area, A1. For
sudden enlargements (Crane Co. 1988):

C¼

A1
1
A2

2

and for sudden contractions:


A1
C ¼ 0:5 1 
A2

ð9Þ

ð10Þ

These equations are used for changes in flowmeter
geometry except at the entrance and exit. The entrance to
the tool is rounded causing a smaller contraction loss.
NGWA.org

Contraction losses for gradual contractions are defined
(Crane Co. 1988) as:
C ¼ 0:8 sinð2 Þð1  AA12 Þfor   45
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
¼ 0:5 sinð2 Þð1  AA12 Þfor 45 ,   180

ð11Þ

Unfortunately, the angle of contraction  is poorly
defined for the rounded entrance. An arbitrary value for
C of 0.4 is used in the calibration. This corresponds to an
effective angle of 43, which seems reasonable to us. The
calibration of the model was not very sensitive to the
coefficient for entrance losses. Consequently, the value
for C was not used as a fitting parameter.
The exit of the barrel of the flowmeter is another
place where special consideration is needed. The flow
impinges on the base of the connecting rod and then
passes in between the connecting struts. A wire screen
with large openings has a loss coefficient near 1.0 (Crane
Co. 1988). Passage in between the struts combined with
the redirection of flow suggests a loss coefficient of at
least 1.0. The model calibration established a value of 1.5.
Flow through Flowmeter Barrel
There is no radial inflow inside the flowmeter barrel.
A composite equation for the entire barrel is:
h ¼ f

v2fm z
r 2 v2fm1
v2
v2
 b1 fm1
1 b2 fm2 1 lent fm1
2
g
2g
4rfm g
rfm2 g

1 lexp

v2fm1
v2
1 lext fm2
2g
2g
ð12Þ

where the first term on the right-hand side represents the
effect of wall shear. It has been simplified in the equation
to avoid complications introduced by the changing geometry and stud protruding from the connecting rod (Figure 8). The shear term is considered to be known with the
friction factor described by the widely used ColebrookWhite formula (Rouse 1961). The fm subscript denotes
flow in the flowmeter and 1 and flowmeter 2 refer to the
entrance and following expanded regions, respectively
(Figure 8). The second term represents the momentum
flux through the barrel entrance. The momentum factor is
multiplied by the ratio of cross-sectional areas of the two
sections. The third term is momentum flux at the exit of

the flowmeter barrel. This is calculated just prior to exiting the barrel. The entrance momentum factor, b1, is
unknown. lent, lexp, and lext are loss coefficients for the
entrance, expansion within the flowmeter, and exit,
respectively.
It was not possible to fit any of the experimental data
with head loss formulated using Equation 12. We were
able to provide an excellent fit to one of the data sets
using a transformation of the entry momentum flux based
on the bulk velocity of the incoming stream from the
borehole rather than based on the bulk velocity of the barrel entry—indicating that b1 is not constant. A rationale
for a variable b1 is that the velocity profile is not fully
developed at the entry to the flowmeter and as a consequence, momentum flux is not a constant function of
velocity squared. The second term in Equation 12 was
changed to:
bc

rc2 v2b
2
g
rfm2

Here, vb is the bulk velocity of the wellbore at the
entrance to the flowmeter and rc represents the capture
radius in the borehole below the flowmeter. Our investigation reveals that about 20% of the flow enters the flowmeter in the solid pipe calibration and up to 40% of the
flow in the borehole goes through the flowmeter in the
experiments with
pﬃﬃﬃ inflow through the well screen. rc is
approximately 2 larger with inflow. The combined con2
was used as the fitting parameter
stant factor bc rc2 =rfm2
for this variable flow entry effect in the calibration. We
were not successful in calculating a constant term for bc
when rc2 was calculated from the flow through the flowmeter barrel. The fitted coefficient values of the modified
Equation 12 are presented in Table 1. The fit to flow in
the solid pipe has been presented in Figure 3. The fit to
one experiment with the screened pipe is shown in Figure 5b. Figure 5b presents measured flow in the flowmeter as a function of distance from the bottom of the
laboratory simulator. From this fit, we determine that the
ratio of flow in the flowmeter to flow in the screened pipe
2
varied from 28% to 40%. The turbulent factor bc rc2 =rfm2
is the most important fitted parameter controlling the
magnitude and overall shape of the predicted flow. Only
the lowest two measurements are in the laminar flow
regime, and no measurements occur in the transition

Table 1
Fitted Coefficients
bc r2c =r2fm2

b2 1 lext

lent

bbp1

bbp2 1 lbp ext

g

3.2
2.6
7.4
9.4

1.2
1.05
1.2
1.05

0.41
0.4
0.41
0.41

1.181
1.01
0.59
0.5

1.21
1.051
1.21
1.2

—
—
1.861
14.9

Solid—laminar
Solid—turbulent
Screened—laminar
Screened—turbulent
1Coefficient
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was not adjusted in calibration.
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Annular Flow
The equation describing head loss along the annular
flow region between the flowmeter and the screen can be
written:

 2
vbp z
v2bp z
v2 r 2  r 2
1f
 bbp1 b 2 w 2 c
h ¼ 1:05 fs
g rw  rfmOD
4rw g
4rfmOD g
1 bbp2

v2bp2
v2bp2  v2bp1
v2bp1
1 ðg  1Þ
1 lbp ent
g
2g
2g
2
vbp2

1 lbp ext

2g
ð13Þ

The first term on the right-hand side of Equation 13
is the shear term for the screen without adjustment for
inflow and shear along the outside of the flowmeter. The
factor of 1.05 is an adjustment for annular flow (Engineering Sciences Data Unit 1979). The subscript bp indicates flow in the annular bypass space between the
outside of the flowmeter and the well screen. The outer
radius of the flowmeter barrel is indicated by rfmOD and
z is the length of the barrel. The second term is the
entry momentum flux of flow bypassing the flowmeter in
the annular space. Like the entry momentum flux to the
flowmeter barrel, it is written as a function of the bulk
velocity of the borehole flow below the entrance to the
flowmeter. The third term is the momentum flux at the
exit of the bypass region. The fourth term represents both
the influence of inflow on the shear term and the axial
momentum flux of the inflow. The last two terms are
entrance and exit losses for the annular bypass region.
As with Equation 12, coefficients in Equation 13 are
found by fitting the experimental data acquired from the
borehole-aquifer simulator. The data are not sufficient to
uniquely determine all the coefficients. The shear friction
factors (first term) are assumed to be well known. The
exit loss term and exit momentum flux both depend on
the square of bulk exit velocity. We have determined a single coefficient for these two terms. Similarly, the entrance
loss and inlet momentum flux have similar but not identical dependence of bulk velocity. The term for inlet
momentum flux has been used to represent both terms.
Three coefficients are fitted: bbp1, bbp2 1 lbp ext, and g.
Separate coefficients were found for both laminar
and turbulent flow (Table 1). The transition from laminar
to turbulent flow occurred near 1 m from the bottom of
the simulator, so the laminar coefficients are neither well
defined nor very important to this investigation. The
momentum factors, b, seem to be reasonable values considering that they also represent the loss terms. The g
term is eight times larger than Siwoń (1987) determined
for an open pipe. The value of g has the largest influence
on the magnitude of the modeled shift in measured flow
apparent in Figure 5b. Therefore, it is well constrained.
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Physically, in an open borehole, inflow pushes the flow
toward the center of the wellbore, causing b to increase as
a function of the inflow rate (Olson and Eckert 1966; Clemo
2006). In Olson and Eckert’s experiments, the momentum
factor reached a value of 1.11 at high inflow compared with
1.02 without inflow. The transition from the velocity profile
without inflow to the profile with inflow is rapid, so establishing the profile over the length of the flowmeter is not an
issue. We are not aware of any studies of the effect on b of
inflow entering an annular flow stream. If we assume that
the exit losses are small, the expected value of bbp2 1 lbp exp
for laminar flow without inflow would be 1.2, and the value
of bbp2 1 lbp exp for turbulent flow without inflow should be
slightly larger than the value for an open borehole, approximately 1.05. The fitted value for both laminar flow and turbulence is 1.2. This indicates significantly stronger peaking
in the turbulent velocity profile as one would expect for an
annulus compared with an open pipe. Therefore, a significantly larger g factor, which incorporates the momentum
factor increase in a net effect, is also expected.
Implementation
The borehole flow model presented here has been
incorporated into the axially symmetric version of
MODFLOW-2000 (Harbaugh et al. 2000) documented by
Clemo (2002). The method of merging the momentum
conservation equations into MODFLOW-2000 is presented in Clemo (2009). The three inner columns of the
axially symmetric MODFLOW model are used to simulate flow in and around the flowmeter (see Figure 9). The
three columns may represent an open borehole, the flowmeter barrel, or the connecting rod above the barrel. The
latter two are shown as shaded regions in Figure 9. Column 4 represents the well screen and the outer columns
represent the aquifer. The axially symmetric model is two
dimensional; columns define radial positions and layers
define depth. Changes in the geometry of the flowmeter
10
11

12

Layer

region. The dip in measured flow starting at 2.5 m from
the bottom is controlled by the Siwoń g factor as discussed in the next section.

13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
1

2

3 4 5 6

7

8

9

10

11

Column

Figure 9. Example discretization of model. Shaded regions
above layer 19 represent no flow regions of the flowmeter or
in the case of column 4 a blank section of well screen and
below layer 19, columns 1 and 2 are not part of the model
and the inner diameter of column 3 set to 0.
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are accommodated by specifying the radial position of each
cell boundary separately. Where the flowmeter is absent, the
two innermost columns are made inactive and the third column is given a zero inner radius and an outer radius at the
edge of the screen. For model layers where the connecting
rod above the flowmeter barrel exits (Figure 8), the third
column is assigned an inner radius equivalent to the connecting rod radius. This nonzero radius is used to signal the
difference between open pipe flow and annular flow. Each
constant radius section of the connecting rod is represented
with a different layer. Changes in the inner radius cause
contraction or expansion losses to be calculated; optionally,
a net influence of the changing geometry of the connecting
rod is simulated to reduce the size of the model. The influence of the wire cable attached to the connecting rod and
used to hang the flowmeter in the well is assumed to be
negligible and its effect is not incorporated in the model.
In layers that include the barrel, the first column is
assigned the radius of the inner barrel diameter and the
third column is assigned an inner radius of the barrel outside diameter. The second column is inactive. The second
column is only made active for a short layer at the
entrance and exit of the flowmeter. These two layers are
assigned a large radial conductance value. This layer
serves to equilibrate the head values between barrel and
bypass flow at the entrance and exit of the flowmeter.

Discussion

Head Change is Independent of Path

The first goal of this study was to determine why the
flowmeter measurements acquired at the BHRS indicated
an increase in flow rate in a casing joint where there is no
inflow and why there was a decrease in inflow just below
the casing joints in most cases. The physical basis for
these behaviors is depicted in Figure 10.
Consider two points: one located below the flowmeter
and one located above it. The pressure loss between these
two points is the same whether a path through the flowmeter or around it is followed. With no inflow through the
sides of the well at the casing joint, the amount of flow

Inflow to Well Requires Acceleration of Flow
Acceleration Driven by Additional Head Loss
More Flow in Barrel Needed to
Get Additional Head Loss

When Barrel Enters Joint Section,
Net Inflow is Reduced −> Less Acceleration
−> Less Head Loss
−> Less Flow Through Barrel
= Measured Flow Decreases

Figure 10. Diagram of physical phenomena influencing
flowmeter measurements when inflow to the borehole
occurs.
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through the flowmeter barrel, which gets measured, is in
balance with the flow around the flowmeter, so that the
head loss through each path is equal.
As the top of the flowmeter barrel enters the casing
joint, it enters a region where inflow to the well is shut
off. To accommodate the smaller acceleration along the
sides, there is less flow through the barrel. The measured
flow, which is interpreted to be the flow at the entrance
of the barrel, drops. As the flowmeter entrance passes
through the casing joint, a larger fraction of the barrel is
subjected to inflow above the casing joint, resulting in an
increase in measured flow. This phenomenon is evident
in both the laboratory and the field data.
Some of our laboratory data have inconsistent measurements for different experiments with similar pumping
rates. However, all these experiments indicated a drop in
measured flow as the top of the flowmeter enters the casing joint. Our field data differ from the laboratory data in
that the field data are more repeatable. Reduced noise and
repeatability in the field investigation was a significant factor in choosing to use a centralizer rather than a skirt. The
field data tend to show a smaller increase rather than
a decrease in measured flow when the top of the flowmeter
enters the casing joint. For this situation, the difference
between a decrease in measured flow in the laboratory
data compared with a lessening in the rate of increase of
measured flow in the field data may be due to a higher
ratio of inflow to borehole flow in the laboratory data.
The second goal of this study was to develop a
numerical model of the flowmeter measurements that
could be used to infer hydraulic conductivity distributions. We were only partially successful in meeting our
second goal. This study has resulted in a numerical model
with empirical fitting coefficients. The coefficients apply
to aspects of the model that do not have an empirical
basis from other well-established sources. As stated
earlier, the values used for the coefficients appear to be
reasonable. Differences between the laboratory experiments and field data and the inconsistencies of the laboratory data suggest that the empirically based model is not
quantitatively accurate for use in analyzing the field data.
We expect that more refined laboratory experimentation
can provide data to support a more reliable model.
Here we recommend elements of laboratory experimentation to address modeling issues that are not completely resolved by the current experimental data,
including fluid mechanics of the flowmeter and screened
pipe. Measurement of pressure losses in the annular
region between the flowmeter and the screen could
advance fundamental knowledge of annular flow where
there also is inflow through the screen. Independent control of inflow through the screen would help isolate the
flowmeter response from inflow variations. The ideal
experiment would also determine the velocity profile of
this flow. Such an experimental configuration would
allow separation of the influence of the incoming velocity
profile from the influence of inflow along the sides of the
flowmeter on the division of flow through and around the
flowmeter. The influence of inflow variability below the
T. Clemo et al. GROUND WATER 47, no. 4: 515–525
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flowmeter could be investigated through multiple inflow
regions with separate flow rate control. Control of inflow
to these regions and along the flowmeter barrel would
allow the investigation of heterogeneity of inflow on the
flowmeter response. Also control of the orientation of the
flowmeter with respect to the screen slots would allow
testing of the validity of the axial symmetry assumption.

Conclusions
We have provided a physical explanation for why
a skirt or packer should be used with a flowmeter. However, this conclusion is problematic with respect to flowmeter use in thick, very permeable aquifers such as the
BHRS where (1) relatively high pumping rates are
needed to achieve sufficient signal-to-noise ratios and can
(2) lead to bypass flow outside the borehole due to borehole flow blockage by the flowmeter. In such cases,
bypass flow is aggravated by large aquifer permeability
and perhaps, locally, the inherent problem of incomplete
collapse around boreholes intended for aquifer characterization (e.g., Dinwiddie et al. 1999; Ruud et al. 1999).
We have created a numerical model of flow in and
around the flowmeter that closely reproduces flowmeter
responses in solid wall pipes and one of the experiments
in screened pipe. Other experiments showed flowmeter
responses that were qualitatively similar to the one experiment used to calibrate the flowmeter model but were
significantly different quantitatively. We have not established a reason for the differences. The experimental
uncertainty implies that the numerical model that is not
reliable for field use. Further experimentation could result
in a numerical model that is reliable for a flowmeter used
with a centralizer rather than a skirt or a packer. A reliable model could increase the flexibility and efficiency of
flowmeter use, especially in long-screened wells in relatively high hydraulic conductivity aquifers where signalto-noise ratios and bypass flow are serious concerns.
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Appendix
From Momentum Balance to Head Losses
Equation 4 listed the change in momentum of fluid
flowing through the volume of fluid inside the screen section as:


Z rw
Z rw
Z


D


qv dðVolÞ ¼ q2p
v2z r dr   q2p
v2z r dr 


Dt Vol
o
o
z2
z1
Z z2
1 q2prw
vz  vr dz
z1

ð4Þ
Equation 5 presented the forces causing this change
in momentum the volume of fluid inside the screen section as:
Z z2
X
sw dz
F ¼ qgprw2 z 1 prw2 ðP1  P2 Þ  p2rw

Replacing the first two terms in Equation 4 with
Equation A1 and equating Equations 4 and 5 to form
a momentum balance equation results in:
Z z2
2 2
2 2
vz  vr dz
b2 qprw v2b  b1 qprw v1b 1 qp2rw
z1

¼ qgprw2 z 1 prw2 ðP1  P2 Þ
Z z2
sw dz
 2prw
z1

By dividing both sides by qg, we can convert Equation A2 to be a function of hydraulic head (h ¼ (P/qg) 1 z)
rather than pressure:
Z
prw2 2
prw2 2
p2rw z2
v  b1
v 1
b2
vz  vr dz
g 2b
g 1b
g z1
ðA3Þ
Z z2
p2rw
2
sw dz
¼ prw ðh1  h2 Þ 
g z1
that can be written as:
Z z2
2
v2
v2
h 1  h2 ¼
sw dz 1 b2 2b  b1 1b
g
g
qgrw z1
Z z2
2
vz  vr dz
1
grw z1

The following development of Equation 6 is a condensed version of the development presented in Clemo
(2009).
The net momentum flux through a cross section of
pipe is often written in terms of the momentum factor b,
which can be calculated from the laminar velocity profile
and is empirical for turbulent flows. The each of the first
two terms on the right-hand side in Equation 4 can be replaced using:
Z rw
2 2
v2z r dr
ðA1Þ
bqprw vb ¼ q2p
o

ðA4Þ

sw is the average shear stress along the surface of the
inner screen. The average shear stress may be written in
terms of the Fanning friction factor, f (Cooley and Cunningham 1979; Kaleris 1989).
sw ¼

qfv2b
8

ðA5Þ

The friction factor is commonly described for a circular pipe by (Parker et al. 1969; Kaleris 1989):
64
Re , Re
f ¼ Re
h lam Laminar flow
i
1
ep
2
12
1 2:51
f
f ¼ 2 log 3:71
Re . Returb Turbulent flow
Re

ðA6Þ

z1

ð5Þ

ðA2Þ

where ep is the relative roughness of the pipe. The Reynolds number, Re, is defined as Re ¼ Vbdh/v, where m is
the kinematic viscosity and dh is the diameter of the pipe.
The transition region between laminar to turbulent flow
occurs between Relam . 2000 and Returb , 4000. The
relation for laminar flow follows from a parabolic velocity distribution and has been verified experimentally. The
relation for turbulent flow is known as the ColebrookWhite formula (e.g., Rouse 1961). Replacing s in Equation A4 results in Equation 6.
Z z2
Z z2
v2b
v22b
v21b
2
dz 1 b2
 b1
1
f
vz  vr dz
h ¼
g
g
rw g z 1
z1 4rw g
ð6Þ
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